
Ben Jonson and Possessive Authorship

What is the history of authorship, of invention, of intellectual property? In
this book, Joseph Loewenstein describes the fragmentary and eruptive emer-
gence of a key phase of the bibliographical ego, a specifically Early Modern
form of authorial identification with printed writing. In the work of many
playwrights and non-dramatic writers – and especially in the work of Ben
Jonson – that identification is tinged, remarkably, with possessiveness. This
book examines the emergence of possessive authorship within a complex in-
dustrial and cultural field. It traces the prehistory of modern copyright both
within the monopolistic practices of London’s acting troupes and its Stationers’
Company and within a Renaissance cultural heritage. Under the pressures of
modern competition, a tradition of literary, artistic, and technological imitation
began to fissure, unleashing jealous accusations of plagiarism and ingenious
new fantasies of intellectual privacy. Perhaps no one was more creatively at-
tuned to this momentous transformation in Early Modern intellectual life than
Ben Jonson.

Joseph Loewenstein is Professor of English Literature at Washington
University, St Louis, Missouri. He is author of Responsive Readings: Versions
of Echo in Pastoral, Epic, and the Jonsonian Masque (Yale, 1984); The
Author’s Due: Printing and the Prehistory of Copyright (Chicago, 2002);
editor of The Staple of News for the Cambridge Edition of the Works of Ben
Jonson (forthcoming); and a general editor of the Oxford Edition of the
Complete Works of Edmund Spenser (forthcoming).
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Since the 1970s there has been a broad and vital reinterpretation of the nature of
literary texts, a move away from formalism to a sense of literature as an aspect of
social, economic, political and cultural history. While the earliest New Historicist work
was criticized for a narrow and anecdotal view of history, it also served as an important
stimulus for post-structuralist, feminist, Marxist and psychoanalytical work, which in
turn has increasingly informed and redirected it. Recent writing on the nature of
representation, the historical construction of gender and of the concept of identity
itself, on theatre as a political and economic phenomenon and on the ideologies of art
generally, reveals the breadth of the field. Cambridge Studies in Renaissance Literature
and Culture is designed to offer historically oriented studies of Renaissance literature
and theatre which make use of the insights afforded by theoretical perspectives. The
view of history envisioned is above all a view of our own history, a reading of the
Renaissance for and from our own time.

Recent titles include

35. Lynn Enterline The rhetoric of the body from Ovid to Shakespeare
36. Douglas A. Brooks From playhouse to printing house: drama and authorship in

early modern England
37. Robert Matz Defending literature in early modern England: Renaissance literary

theory in social context
38. Ann Rosalind Jones and Peter Stallybrass Renaissance clothing and the materials

of memory
39. Robert Weimann Author’s pen and actor’s voice: playing and writing in

Shakespeare’s theatre
40. Barbara Fuchs Mimesis and empire: the New World, Islam, and European

identities
41. Wendy Wall Staging domesticity: household work and English identity in early

modern drama
42. Valerie Traub The renaissance of lesbianism in early modern England

A complete list of books in the series is given at the end of the volume.
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From the Stationers’ Register (liber d, f. 115), partial record of one of the largest
transfers of copyrights on record prior to the establishment of statutory copyright.
This transfer from 1626 shifts rights in a number of books, including the text of
Jonson’s Every Man In His Humour, from Thomas Snodham to William Stansby.
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